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How Strong is Your
Foundation?
HVAC can account for 40% of energy costs in a building. Efficient,
smart buildings start at the foundation of the system with reliable
control devices that help regulate and decrease a facility's energy
use, and provide early warning of potential problems and
dangerous system conditions.
Schneider Electric Field Devices are the foundation of the company’s
SmartStruxure™ and SmartStruxure Lite solutions. They enable efficiency and
contribute to the overall value of these Buildings Management System (BMS).
If measurement of control at the Field Device Level is not happening, the
Buildings Management System is not performing at its most efficient and
optimal level.
The Field Devices line of sensors, valves and actuators provide reliable,
efficient HVAC control for a variety of applications; including Fan Coil Units
(FCU’s), Air Handling Units (AHU’s), Chillers, Boilers and District Heating/
Cooling. These applications are found in a wide range of markets segments;
such as healthcare, data centres, commercial buildings, education and
hospitality.
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PLANT ROOM

Air Handling Unit
An Air Handling Unit (AHU) conditions and circulates air in an
HVAC system. Typically, an AHU includes a fan, heating and/
or cooling elements, filtering chambers, sound attenuators,
and dampers. It usually connects to a ductwork system that
distributes the conditioned air. The air passing through the
AHU is filtered and either heated or cooled.

Energy efficient AHU applications rely on the
accurate measurement and control of the AHU
components. The right type of measurement and
control devices – think sensors, valves and actuators
- help ensure maximum comfort that is easy to
manage and maintain.

Fan Coil Unit
A Fan Coil Unit (FCU) is a simple device consisting of a heating/cooling coil
and fan. It is part of an HVAC system found in residential, commercial and
industrial buildings. Typically a fan coil unit is connected to pipework, and
is used to control the temperature in the space where it is installed, or serve
multiple spaces. It is controlled either by a manual on/
off switch, a thermostat or a room controller.

Energy efficient Fan Coil Unit applications rely on accurate
temperature control from valves at the foundation of the control
system. Measurement at this level is critical to optimal system
efficiency and occupant comfort.
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District Heating/Plate Heat Exchanger
A District Heating System distributes heat generated in a
centralised location for both commercial and residential
requirements including water heating applications. District Cooling
delivers chilled water to both commercial and residential buildings
in need of cooling.

Typical District Heating/Plate Heat Exchanger units
can consist of a wide variety of devices including
environmental control equipment such as valves,
thermostats, temperature and or pressure sensors as well
as flow meters. Without the ability to sense humidity and
temperature changes at this level the control system is
compromised.

Fan Coil Unit
Fan Coil Units supply local tempered air into
commercial spaces or rooms as part of an overall
building control system. Valves, actuators and
sensors are the primary control devices at the
base of the system, sensing critical changes and
sending that information to the higher level room
controllers.

Thermostats/
Room Controllers
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Digital Thermostats
TC300 Series

The TC300 thermostats deliver On/
Off control for two-pipe and four-pipe
FCU applications. In addition they offer
several energy saving features including
an eco key to automatically set the
temperature in the most energy efficient
range. Additional features include fan
speed and mode control.
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Electro-Mechanical Thermostats
TC100 Series

The TC100 Series are both easy to
operate and install, making them ideal
for any contemporary building. Available
in both two-pipe and four pipe models
with On/Off control. Features include
setpoint, fan speed and mode control.
Optimised for office building, hotel and
residential applications.
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Room Controllers
SE 8000 Series

SE8000 Room Controllers deliver
significant energy savings through very
precise temperature control and an
enhanced user experience with their
unparalleled custom options. These
features are specifically designed to meet
the needs of low-voltage and line-voltage
fan coil units.

Sensors
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Temperature
STR Series

The introductory level STR Series
wall modules are an ideal fit for
public facilities. A simple yet elegant
component, providing accurate
measurement of temperature within the
living space environment of which the fan
coil system controls.
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Temp, Setpoint & Fan Speed
STR series

For additional functionality and increased
control from within the living space
environment itself, advanced models of
the STR Series bring the convenience
of control adjustment directly to the
occupant. Temperature setpoint and
either 3-speed or On/Off fan control
provides maximum controllability. A
discrete LED indicator provides visual
status of the unit’s operational mode.
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Temp, Setpoint & Fan Speed,
plus Display
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STR Series

The STR350 and STR351 use LON
communication to display and control the
room temperature and fan speed. Both models
have an additional analogue input that can
be connected to a CO2, relative humidity or
occupancy sensor. The STR350 and STR351
are equipped with an LCD to display and
control the various functions of these attractive
yet feature rich living space devices.
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VZ*08* Series valves
MP140 thermal actuators

8

ERIE

VT series valves
AG and AH actuators

Industry leading zone valves for reliable fluid
control. Large flow capacity coupled with a
wide choice of spring return actuators for any
duty that are easy to mount with the pop top
connection.
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Ball

VB210R, VB310R series valves
MB3 and MB6 actuators

PICV

VP223R series valves
MP140 or MP200 actuators

Pressure independent control valves ensure
the building is kept in a balanced harmony
with no costly heated or chilled water
overflow in to the fan coil. Installation costs
are significantly less with no separate flow
regulating valves needed to be installed as
well as a significant reduction in time needed
for balancing.

Zone - Thermal

These short stroke linear valves control
fan coils and other small terminal units.
Configurations of 2, 3 and 4 port models with
bypass cover all circuit types. The MP140
thermal actuator provides a silent control of all
valve sizes. Large flow capacity and tight shut
off saves energy.
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2 and 3 way valves with characterised
discs for fine fluid control. These are robust
valves with a high pressure capability
and low leakage rate. Both the valves and
the associated actuators offer fan coil
applications unparalleled ease of installation
and a long service life.

Valves/Actuators
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Current Monitoring
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Current Switches
H600 Series

H600 current switches provide a costeffective solution for monitoring the status
of fan coil units and other systems with fixed
loads. With optimal turn-on levels, easy
installation/retrofit and 100% solid state
design, the H600 provides a simple, yet
highly functioning and cost effective solution
for fan coil applications.

Zone – Electro-motoric
VZ*19* series valves
MZ20 series Actuators

These small linear zone valves provide the
precise control necessary in hot/chilled water
terminal units like fan coils. The valves utilise
a double O-ring design on the plug to prevent
leakage on valve ports. The 5.5mm stroke
length of the valve coupled with the high
resolution of the MZ20 electro-mechanical
actuator deliver reliable hydronic control.

Hospitality

All Field Devices connect
seamlessly to SmartStruxure solution, a
scalable and flexible BMS, optimising the
energy consumption and maintaining a
healthy and productive environment.

http://tools.buildings.schneider-electric.com/

SmartStruxure solution
Automation Server

Air Handling Unit
Thermostats/Switches
Air Handling Units encompass a wide variety
of thermostats, switches and sensors, as well
as valves and actuators that are the building
management system’s first line of defense
against unwanted fluctuations in air quality and
temperature.
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Capilliary Frost Thermostat
STT Series

Protects critical elements of the AHU from
freezing and eliminates costly damage from
burst water pipes. The STT Series detects
frost conditions and prevents equipment
failure by isolating dampers, fans, pumps
and valves. Options for manual or automatic
reset give users the flexibility to choose the
desired level of control that best suits their
application.
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Differential Air Pressure Switch
SPD910 Series

Detects the differential pressure of AHU fans
and filters. That pressure rating gives critical
information on the operating status of fan
motors and filter conditions. The control knob
has an easy to read, clear scale that makes
it simple to adjust the set point for precise
control.

Valves/Actuators
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PICV

VP223R / VP224R series

Pressure independent control valves will
maintain a high operating efficiency of the
AHU by ensuring a stable and regulated flow
of chilled or hot water into the Water/Air coil,
delivered without influence of system pressure
fluctuations from the opening and closing of
other valves and equipment.
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Globe

VG210R / VG310R Series

These valves meet the needs of an AHU
application through their ability to provide very
precise temperature control (either heating or
cooling) in a compact space envelope. Unique
design of seat and stem seals provide reliable
and tight shut off for zero leakage of energy.
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Forta Series

MG600C, MG600C-SR, M800

Forta actuators deliver flexible control of
linear two-way and three-way linear globe
valves used in heating or chilled water
applications for AHU systems. Forta’s ability
to finely regulate flow in response to any input
control signal brings a whole new level of
accuracy to AHU control. M800 with a quick
full opening speed is ideal for frost coils in
AHU that need to open quickly upon initial
start up.
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Damper Actuators
MD Series

MD Damper Actuators are a versatile
portfolio capable of driving air dampers
from 1 to 8m². Reliable and simple to install
supported by complimentary accessories
including clamps for a wide variety of
spindles, mounting kits and levers to drive
any type of mechanical connection.
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Sensors
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Duct - Temperature

11

STD Series

Duct - Humidity & Temperature

9

Duct - Differential Air Pressure
SPD Series

Differential pressure transmitters monitor AHU
fans and filters, giving a clear picture of fan
motor operation and filter conditions. The SPD
sensor includes an active sensing device for
measuring differential pressure. Models are
available in various pressure ranges and with or
without a local LCD display.
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Duct - Optimal 3-in-1 Combination
CO2/Humidity/Temperature
SCD Series

A combination sensor to maximise energy
savings, whilst helping optimise ventilation.
These sensors allow ventilation systems to
detect fluctuations in CO2 levels and control this
concentration by providing an inlet of fresh air
optimal for the space at a given time - saving
energy whilst increasing occupant comfort.

Hospitality

Duct - Smoke

UG-3 series with Venturi Pipe

Current Monitoring & VSD

SHD Series

Designed to provide humidity measurement
within ventilation systems including AHU
applications. SHD sensors enable accurate
humidification control and occupant comfort.
The SHD Series includes an active sensing
device for measuring relative humidity that
is represented as an analogue output. SHD
Series are available with humidity sensing
or combined humidity/temperature sensing
function.
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Early detection of smoke in ventilation ducts is
critical. The UG-3 consists of an optical smoke
detector with relay outputs mounted in an
adapter system. Both the system’s tube and
housing are specifically designed for optimum
airflow through the smoke detector.

Ensures optimal AHU efficiency by placing
temperature sensors at strategic points in the
duct work. Available in a variety of probe lengths
and with a number of sensing elements. STD
sensors can be specified to meet the most
exacting AHU control equipment requirements.
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Current Monitoring
Switches & Transducers

Schneider Electric offers a complete range
of switches and transducers that deliver
high performance and reliable current
monitoring for AHU applications. Extremely
low current applications up to larger 800A
conductors can be accommodated by a
broad range of devices.

Variable Speed Drives (VSD)
Altivar 212

The Altivar 212 significantly reduces energy
consumption in AHU systems by acting as
a load monitoring and optimising control
device for the air handling motor.

All Field Devices connect
seamlessly to SmartStruxure solution, a
scalable and flexible BMS, optimising the
energy consumption and maintaining a
healthy and productive environment.

http://tools.buildings.schneider-electric.com/

SmartStruxure solution
Automation Server

District Heating/Plate Heat E
Sensors
District Heating/Plate Heat Exchanger Equipment
systems for municipal or centralised plant control
can achieve excellent results, both in terms of
energy savings and reduced environmental
pollution.
In order to achieve the desired result, all
components in the system must work together.
That work starts at the foundation of the system
with reliable devices; including pressure switches,
valves, actuators, and sensors that can provide
early warnings that avert potentially dangerous
system conditions.
*Components for District Heating/ Plate Heat
Exchanger applications work similar for District
Cooling, where chilled water is delivered to
commercial and residential buildings in need of
cooling.
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Immersion - Temperature
STP Series

Direct placement, either with or without
pocket, of the temperature sensors in
the system’s network of pipes provides
accurate monitoring and control.
Available in a variety of probe lengths
and with a number of sensing elements,
STP sensors can be specified to meet
most district heating control equipment
requirements.
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Contact - Temperature
STC Series

STC sensors are the perfect device to
monitor the water temperature in pipes
that require a non-invasive solution.
The STC is specifically designed to
mount directly on pipes up to 90 mm in
diameter and is available with a variety
of sensing elements.
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Outdoor - Temperature
STO Series

STO sensors are specifically designed
for outdoor mounting, which is
particularly well suited for district
heating applications. The STO’s dome
shaped cover provides the necessary
protection against the harshest industrial
environment.

Current Monitoring
& Metering
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Current Monitoring
Switches & Transducers

Schneider Electric offers a complete range
of switches and transducers that deliver high
performance and reliable current monitoring
for water pump applications. Extremely
low current applications up to larger 800A
conductors can be accommodated by a
broad range of devices.

Thermal Energy Metering
Ultrasonic Heat Meters

In many cases it is not adequate just
to monitor energy supplied by utility
companies using only primary meters.
Secondary metering offers valuable
information that can be used to manage
consumption, target potential energy
savings and apportion accurate costs to
the energy users. Schneider Electric’s
thermal energy metering offer has the
depth to help control the diverse needs of a
wide variety of district heating applications.
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V231 / V232 Series

For higher pressure duties the V231
and V232 valves deliver optimal equal
percentage flow control with high turn
down ratio for precision fluid control in
District Heating applications. As well as
good flow control the patented crown
plug has an anti-foul design for long term
reliable control.
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Venta - Nodular Iron

8

Large Balance Globe Valves
V222 / V292 series

Available in grey cast iron for PN16
duty or nodular grey iron for PN25
duty, the V222/V292 Series provides
EQ flow curve for predictable and
linear output of heat, Forta Actuator
fitment is to most sizes, Quality stem
and plug materials ensure a long life.
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Venta - Bronze
V241 / V341 Series

These valves ensure the best of stable and
accurate control of water with a very precise
opeining degrees for fine regulation of set
temperature. Bronze body with Stainless
polished seats not only provide good shut
off but resist cavitations from high pressure
drops. Crown plug with ant-foul design helps
deliver reliable operation with dirty media.

Hospitality

M800, M1500, M3000

Forta’s sensitive response to
control signal changes make it an
optimal choice for District Heating
applications. The Forta range features
include universal control signals and
a fine positional control ensuring
high turn down ratio of Venta valves
making them ideal for controlling the
temperature of fluid from the heat
exchangers in a district heating unit.
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Forta Series
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Butterfly (Isolation)
VF208W Series

Butterfly valves provide on/off
regulation of the district heating
system in tight spaces. Butterfly valves
are typically used in district heating
applications including: substations,
boiler houses, and pump stations. Their
unique rubber sealing gives them a low
closing torque while self-lubricating,
anti-friction bearings ensure long term
reliable control.

All Field Devices connect
seamlessly to SmartStruxure
solution, a scalable and flexible BMS,
optimising the energy consumption
and maintaining a healthy and
productive environment.

http://tools.buildings.schneider-electric.com/

SmartStruxure solution
Automation Server

Where to get more information
The Exchange
New Buildings Business Extranet

https://ecobuilding.schneider-electric.com/

Product Selection Tools
On-line Production Selection Tools for Valves, Actuators, Sensors, Meters
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